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The evolution of the charge carrier concentrations and mobilities are examined across the charge-
density-wave (CDW) transition in TiSe2. Combined quantum oscillation and magnetotransport
measurements show that a small electron pocket dominates the electronic properties at low temper-
atures while an electron and hole pocket contribute at room temperature. At the CDW transition,
an abrupt Fermi surface reconstruction and a minimum in the electron and hole mobilities are ex-
tracted from two-band and Kohler analysis of magnetotransport measurements. The minimum in
the mobilities is associated with the overseen role of scattering from the softening CDW mode. With
the carrier concentrations and dynamics dominated by the CDW and the associated bosonic mode,
our results highlight TiSe2 as a prototypical system to study the Fermi surface reconstruction at a
density-wave transition.

The electronic properties of transition metal dichalco-
genides (TMDs) are of fundamental and practical inter-
est. Many TMDs can be tuned between semimetallic,
semiconducting, and insulating behaviour and thus allow
to access a plethora of different electronic characteristics.
In addition, ordered states, e.g. due to charge-density-
wave (CDW) formation [1, 2] or superconductivity [3, 4]
are present in many members of the family with open
questions on the underlying mechanism. Many of these
TMDs can be exfoliated to atomic monolayers providing
new tuning parameters and novel physics through the
reduced dimensionality [5–7].

TiSe2 is a prototypical material for strong electronic in-
teractions driving the CDW formation via a condensation
of excitons, i.e. pairs of electrons and holes [8, 9]. Ex-
perimental and theoretical work have confirmed the rele-
vance of the excitonic mechanism [10–12] which is widely
accepted to work in cooperation with strong electron-
phonon coupling [13–15].

Above the CDW transition temperature TCDW =
202 K, TiSe2 is characterised by small carrier concentra-
tions stemming from up to three selenium-derived hole-
like bands with cylindrical topology at the Γ point and a
titanium-derived electron band with distorted and tilted
ellipsoid topology present with 3-fold multiplicity at the
L point [16–19] [20]. Whether these bands overlap in en-
ergy or have a band gap remains uncertain. Either way,
the overlap or gap is small or comparable to thermal en-
ergies down to 50 K.

Below the CDW transition temperature, the electronic
structure of TiSe2 is dominated by a small electron
pocket as shown by ARPES measurements [18]. Knowl-
edge of how the electronic structure and electron dy-
namics evolve upon thermally melting the CDW in equi-
librium, however, are outstanding. Several studies sug-
gested that the Fermi surface reconstruction from the

CDW order and scattering associated with the CDW
mode has a negligible effect on the electronic structure
and dynamics [8, 19, 21, 22]. Rather a dominance of
thermal occupation effects was suggested. In the past,
studies of the charge carrier concentration were based on
a single-band analysis of Hall effect and optical reflec-
tivity measurements despite the evidence for two bands
being present while no measurements distinguishing the
electron and hole dynamics across TCDW have been re-
ported [23, 24]. Here, we use high-resolution magneto-
transport and quantum oscillation (QO) measurements
to extract the temperature dependence of the charge car-
rier concentration and mobility of the electron and hole
band. We directly observe one quasi-ellipsoid Fermi sur-
face at low temperatures which is identified as an elec-
tron pocket. This electron pocket and a hole pocket grow
rapidly above 150 K showing evidence of an abrupt Fermi
surface reconstruction and gapping of 75 % of the charge
carrier concentration in the CDW state. At the same
time, we observe a minimum in the mobility on both the
electron and hole pocket at TCDW highlighting the im-
portance of scattering from the CDW forming phononic
and/or electronic modes.

Single crystals of TiSe2 were grown by chemical vapour
transport at 580 ◦C as detailed in sec. SI of the Sup-
plemental Material, and show a CDW transition at
TCDW = 202 K consistent with other studies of high-
quality samples[8, 25–28].

The low-temperature electronic structure of our TiSe2

samples is dominated by an electron pocket as evident
from the combination of quantum oscillation measure-
ments and magnetotransport. The QO data shown in
Fig. 1 reveal a single frequency F = 0.26 kT for magnetic
fields parallel to the crystallographic c direction, i.e. an
orbit parallel to the basal plane. The increase of this
frequency for orbits out of plane is well fitted by an ellip-
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Figure 1. Quantum oscillations in TiSe2. (a) The oscillatory
component of the resistivity ∆ρ obtained after subtraction of
a linear background. The thick grey line is a fit of a single fre-
quency with Dingle damping factor and quadratic background
correction to the data at 0.5 K. (b) Fourier transform spec-
trum. (c) Temperature dependence of the amplitude. The
red solid line is a Lifshitz–Kosevich fit to the data with an ef-
fective mass of m?

e = 0.62(4) me, where me denotes the bare
electron mass. (d) Dependence of the oscillation frequency
on zenith angle θ for fixed azimuthal angle φ = 30◦. Crys-
tallographic directions are indicated on abscissa. Symbol size
indicates oscillation amplitude. Solid red line represents a fit
using an ellipsoid Fermi surface model as depicted in inset
and described in section S III of the Supplemental Material.

soid shape (see Fig. 1(d) and S III of the Supplemental
Material). This pocket is naturally associated with the
L point electron pocket observed by ARPES studies [18].

Magnetotransport measurements confirm the electron-
dominated character of our samples at low temperature
as can be seen from the negative Hall resistivity ρxy
in Fig.2(a). Consistent with earlier reports [8, 29], ρxy
changes sign smoothly around 190 K (cf. Fig. S2 of the
Supplemental Material). The magnetoresistivity ρxx(B)
shown in Fig. 2(b-e) is small and positive. We use a
two-band model with one electron and one hole band
to simultaneously fit ρxx(µ0H) and ρxy(µ0H) [30]. The
two-band fits shown as solid lines in Fig. 2 describe the
data very well over the full temperature range.

The charge carrier concentrations ne, nh and mobili-
ties µe, µh for the electron and hole band respectively are
shown in Fig. 2 (f) and (g). The low-temperature value of
ne is in good agreement with our QO data and previous
ARPES as well as heat capacity studies as summarised
in Tab. S1 [30]. Thus the association of the observed QO

frequency with the electron pocket is confirmed. The
electron pocket observed in our QO measurements ac-
counts for virtually the full low-temperature electronic
heat capacity (cf. Tab. S1) highlighting the dominance
of the electron pocket at low T . The hole concentration
extracted within the two-band model is very small at low-
est temperatures and is likely to correspond to impurity
states as indicated by the low hole mobility. We note
that a free-electron single-band model cannot describe
the low-temperature magnetotransport. Most notably,
the Hall coefficient RH = −3.1 × 10−7 m3 C−1 measured
at lowest temperatures does not match with a free elec-
tron estimate for the electron pocket based on the QO
results of RQO

H = −1.75 × 10−7 m3 C−1.

At room temperature the electron and hole concen-
trations ne and nh are comparable in magnitude (cf.
Fig. 2(f)). Above TCDW, ne and nh are associated with
the 3D-like electron pocket at the L point and the 2D-
like hole pocket at the Γ point as seen by ARPES studies
[17, 18]. The small linear temperature dependence of
ne(T ) and nh(T ) above 210 K (dotted lines in Fig. 2(f))
is attributed to the varying thermal occupation of the
two bands similar to the model of Watson et al. [21].
The slope of ne(T ) and nh(T ) at T ≥ TCDW suggests a
mass comparable to the free-electron mass for the elec-
tron band. The linear behaviour at high temperatures
extrapolates to finite intercepts for both bands - these
finite intercepts suggest a band overlap, i.e. not a gap,
in the high-temperature phase above TCDW.

The charge carrier concentrations show a sharp drop
below TCDW and saturate below 150 K. The drop is asso-
ciated with condensation of electrons and holes into the
CDW pair state and consequently with a Fermi surface
reconstruction. The difference ∆ne,h = ne,h(TCDW) −
ne,h(T = 0) = 4.2(2) × 1025 m−3 marks the loss of charge
carriers and thus the density of electron-hole pairs. For
T < TCDW, ne(T ) and nh(T ) can be described by acti-
vated behaviour as shown by dashed lines in Fig. 2(f).Fits
of exponential form yield a gap ∆CDW = 75(1) meV, an
energy scale consistent with TCDW = 202 K. The fact,
that the exponential form fits the data even close to
TCDW suggests a finite gap up to TCDW. A finite gap
at TCDW has indeed been seen in ARPES studies [32–34]
where the total gap ∆ = ∆CDW + ∆off is a sum of a
BCS-like temperature dependent gap ∆CDW with an on-
set at TCDW on top of a weakly temperature dependent
offset ∆off ≈ 70 meV. Our exponential fits are domi-
nated by the temperature dependence of n(T ) just below
TCDW where ∆ ≈ ∆off. The exponential form of ne(T )
and nh(T ) up to TCDW and the good agreement of the
gap value with ∆off suggests a finite gap present above
TCDW potentially due to fluctuating electron-hole pairs
that condense at TCDW consistent with ARPES stud-
ies finding small intensity from backfolded bands above
TCDW [11].

The Fermi-surface reconstruction is further supported
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Figure 2. Two-band analysis of magnetotransport in TiSe2.
Transversal (a) and longitudinal (b)-(e) resistivities of TiSe2
at selected temperatures. Solid lines correspond to simul-
taneous two-band fits of both resistivities as described in
S II of the Supplemental Material giving charge carrier con-
centrations (f) and mobilities (g) of the hole and electron
band. (g) includes frequency of L-mode phonon from Ref
[31] (adjusted for the reduced TCDW of [31]). Dotted lines in
(f) represent linear fits to ne(T ) and nh(T ) for T ≥ TCDW.
Dashed lines represent fits of the form ne,h(T ) = n(e,h)(T =
0) + A exp(−2∆/kBT ). (h) Ratio of hole and electron mo-
bility. Vertical dash-dotted line indicates TCDW. Standard
errors as obtained from the non-linear least-squares fits are
smaller than symbol size. (i) Separate zero-field electron σe

and hole band conductivity σh have been calculated from the
mobilities and charge carrier concentrations shown in (f) and
(g). Total conductivity is calculated as σt = σe+σh. Note the
logarithmic scale. (k) Measured zero-field resistivity (solid
line) compared to the calculated total resistivity ρt = 1/σt

(triangles). Solid line the represents measured resistivity.

by the Kohler analysis [35] presented in Fig. 3. The
magnetoresistance follows a quadratic field dependence

at T ≥ 50 K. However, the quadratic coefficient (Kohler
slope) K shows a pronounced temperature dependence
(cf. Fig. 3(b)). Above TCDW, K is virtually constant
and accordingly curves of MR vs (µ0H/ρ0)2 collapse in
Fig. 3(a). Below TCDW, however, K rises very abruptly
by more than an order of magnitude, passes a maximum
at 150 K and saturates at a low-temperature value about
double the room temperature value.

Kohler scaling and violations thereof have been ob-
served in other CDW systems: In VSe2 and NbSe2, sep-
arate Kohler scaling is present below and above TCDW

with a small difference in slope at TCDW [36, 37]. In
Ta2NiSe7 and NbSe3, Kohler scaling is only obeyed above
TCDW. In underdoped cuprate superconductors, Kohler
scaling is observed at low temperature throughout TCDW

[38]. Our results on TiSe2 show a larger change in K
compared to other compounds because a larger fraction
of the Fermi surface is affected by the CDW.

Our data suggest the Fermi surface reconstruction is
the main reason for the violation of Kohler scaling in
TiSe2. The sharp rise and strong temperature depen-
dence of K below TCDW can be due to (i) a reconstruc-
tion of the Fermi surface, (ii) an abrupt change in the
anisotropy of the scattering time on the individual bands,
or (iii) an abrupt change in the ratio of the scattering
times of the electron and hole band, or a combination
of the three. (iii) can be ruled out as this would mani-
fest as an abrupt change of µh/µe which is not observed
(Fig. 2(h)). (ii) may contribute to the change of K but
it is unlikely to be the primary cause. For the violation
of Kohler’s law to be dominated by changes to scatter-
ing time anisotropy, a drastic and abrupt change to the
phonon spectrum would be required. This is unlikely to
occur independent of the Fermi surface reconstruction.
A moderate change of the phonon spectrum may oc-
cur as a consequence of the Fermi surface reconstruction
through the electron-phonon coupling. Thus, the sudden
change of K at TCDW is dominated by (i) a sudden re-
construction of the Fermi surface. This is in agreement
with the sudden drop of the charge carrier concentrations
(Fig. 2(f)).

The mobilities of the individual bands show very strong
and non-trivial temperature dependencies Fig. 2(g). At
room temperature, the hole mobility is larger than the
electron mobility whilst this is reversed at lowest tem-
peratures. Both mobilities have a minimum at TCDW

naturally associated with strong scattering from the soft-
ening mode associated with the CDW formation. Indeed,
the temperature dependence of the mobilities show a dip
similar in shape to the energy dependence of the L point
phonon mode [31] (reproduced in Fig. 2(g)).

As noticed by Velebit et al. [23], the mobilities of
the two bands are roughly equal at TCDW as shown in
Fig. 2(h). This equality highlights that scattering from
the L point mode is the dominant process as the phase
space for scattering from the electron to the hole band
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Figure 3. Kohler analysis of the magnetoresistance in TiSe2.
(a) Magnetoresistance MR = (ρ − ρ0)/ρ0 plotted against
(µ0H/ρ0)2 where ρ0 = ρ(T,H = 0) Solid lines are linear fits
of MR = K (µ0H)2. (b) The Kohler slope K(T ) (left axis)
is shown with the solid red line as a guide to the eye. The
zero-field resistivity ρ0(T ) (black circles, right axis) is shown
together with ρ(T ) from Ref. [8] (solid line) where the latter
has been scaled to our data.

involves the density of states in both bands and the
electron-phonon coupling.

The temperature dependence of the separated electron
(σe) and hole (σh) conductivity are presented in Fig. 2(i).
They show a minimum around ≈ 170 K and ≈ 120 K,
respectively. The total conductivity σt = σe + σh and
the total resistivity ρt = 1/σt are dominated by σe and
σh in different temperature regimes. The comparison of
the thus calculated ρt and the measured ρxx(H = 0) in
Fig. 2(i) highlights the accuracy of the parameters ex-
tracted from the two-band fits.

From the temperature dependencies of the individual
and total conductivities we identify that (i) at high tem-
perature holes dominate the total conductivity and (ii)
the negative dρ/dT above TCDW is a consequence of the
hole mobility increasing with temperature above TCDW.
(iii) The peak in ρ(T ) is dominated by the loss of a large

portion of charge carrier concentration of both holes and
electrons due to the CDW with (iv) the positive dρ/dT
at low temperatures arising due to the large increase in
electron mobility towards lowest temperatures. (v) At
low temperatures electrons dominate the conductivity.
In summary, we conclude that the magnetotransport is
dominated by the opening of the CDW gap and the scat-
tering from the underlying bosonic mode.

Despite the smooth evolution of the resistivity, the
magnetotransport behaviour provides direct evidence for
an underlying abrupt Fermi surface reconstruction both
as a large drop of the charge carrier concentrations and
a sudden violation of Kohler’s law below TCDW. The
analysis shows the loss of both electrons and holes below
TCDW highlighting the strong coupling between them.
The fact that a large fraction of the charge carrier con-
centration is involved in the formation of the CDW en-
ables a clear view at the electronic scattering associated
with the L point CDW mode. The minimum in the
mobility at TCDW is a direct match to the softening of
the L point mode and thus confirms that the dynam-
ics of the charge carriers are directly linked to the dy-
namics of the CDW mode. Importantly, our measure-
ments show that the strong scattering of the CDW mode
causes the intriguing negative dρ/dT at room temper-
ature. This makes TiSe2 uniquely suitable to observe
the strong coupling of the CDW mode to the electronic
states. The scattering of electrons from the softening
CDW mode is obscured in other prototypical CDW sys-
tems like NbSe2 or VSe2 where only small portions of the
Fermi surface are matched by the ordering wave vector
and only these “hot” parts experience strong scattering
[39, 40]. Thus, TiSe2 is a prototypical system to study
the effects of a Fermi surface reconstruction arising from
a charge-density wave. These results will be relevant to
understand systems like cuprate and iron-pnictide super-
conductors [41, 42].
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